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Professor
introduces
left-wing
diversity
critique

By SYLVIE DALEY

By KIMBERLEE FREDERICK
Comparative Sociology professor
Richard Anderson-Connolly provided an alternative view of Puget
Sound’s diversity program in a talk
critiquing the program’s values on
Wednesday, March 30.
The lecture, called “A Left-Wing
Critique of the Diversity Program,”
was met with mixed reactions even
before it took place. Several posters
advertising the talk were vandalized
to show disagreement with the ideas
that the posters conveyed. Headed with the statement “Colorblind
is not racist,” the signs were edited
with black markers so that the “not”
in the statement was crossed out,
thus conveying a completely contrary meaning to what AndersonConnolly intended.
“I thought [the vandalism]
showed a lack of commitment to a
diversity of ideas. Why not try to
just debate the idea?” AndersonConnolly said.
Even with dissent expressed toward Anderson-Connolly’s message, a number of attendees were
present at his talk, which suggested
that the priorities of the University’s
diversity program are misplaced.
Taking a radical left position, Anderson-Connolly asserted that the
most effective approach to the issues
of diversity is one of colorblindness—an idea which, he made clear,
does not mean denying the presence
of prejudice in society, but realizing
that race is a social construct with-
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Debating Diversity Issues:
Richard Anderson-Connolly
lectures on approaching diversity initiatives with “colorblindness.”
see DIVERSITY page 2

McNeil
Is. Prison
closes
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Trial Day Vigil: Peaceful protestors hold vigil in front of the Union Station Courthouse in support
of anti-nuclear resisters and their subversive action at the Bangor Trident submarine base.

A violation of property or
the protection of peace?

By CHELSEA TSUCHIDA

Six anti-nuclear resisters who engaged in nonviolent direct action at
the Bangor nuclear submarine base
were arraigned in Federal court on
Wednesday, April 6. Supporters of
those being arraigned held a vigil outside Tacoma’s Union Station
Courthouse beginning at 8 a.m. on
April 6.
“During the Ground Zero Center for Nonviolent Action’s vigil and action on January 15, honoring Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.,
Patricia Bass, Carolyn Dorisdotter,
Norm Keegel, Gordon Sturrock,
Sam Tower and Robert Friend Weber Whitlock entered the roadway
and crossed the blue line onto Naval
Base Kitsap-Bangor protesting the
Navy’s stockpile of nuclear weapons. All six were arrested by Naval
security personnel, processed and
released after being issued citations
for trespassing,” an April 1 press release from the Ground Zero Center
for Nonviolent Action stated.
This order to appear in court for
arraignment is only the most recent
news in regional anti-nuclear action.
On Monday March 28, Bill “Bix”
Bichsel, Susan Crane, Lynne Greenwald, Steve Kelly and Anne Montgomery were found guilty of Conspiracy, Trespass, Destruction of
Property on a Naval Installation and
Depredation of Government Property, according to disarmnowplowshares.wordpress.com, for their November 2009 Plowshares action at
the nuclear weapons storage facility at the Bangor Trident submarine
base.
They were supported by various vigils, including a gathering at
the U.S. Naval Base Kitsap-Bangor
March 26, a mass and Festival of
Hope celebration at St. Leo church
March 27 and a vigil in front of

Why to abandon racebaced diversity programs
Opinions page 3
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Anti-Nuclear: During the Union Station trial day vigil, protestors
carried anti-Trident and anti-nuclear weapons signs.
the Union Station Courthouse the
morning of March 28.
Professor John Lear attended the
Festival of Hope the night before the
sentencing.
“It was not a sad event, given that
the next day these people would
likely go to jail. It was exciting to see
the whole community come together. My sense is that this gathering
was not only to support these people as people or their more general
struggle for social justice, but also
the importance of this particular is-
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Books Festival
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sue. The Plowshares Five force us to
think about how unnatural it is for
the United States to have more nuclear weapons than any other country in the world. And the largest
concentration of it to be 30 miles
from here,” Lear said.
The five have received support
from the community, both religious
and non-religious.
Not only did over 400 people attend the Festival of Hope, but supsee PEACE page 2
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April 1 marked the end of an era
on McNeil Island, when it closed
the doors for good to the prison
that operated there for over 130
years.
Located on the South Puget
Sound West of Steilacoom, the McNeil Island Corrections Center was
known historically as the “prison
without walls”—with miles of frigid
water preventing inmates from escaping the island.
When the facility opened in 1875,
it was the first federal prison in the
territory that would become Washington state.
According to www.doc.wa.gov,
McNeil was the last island prison left
in the United States, and the oldest
detention facility in the Northwest.
McNeil Island was owned federally
until the the early 1980s, when the
Federal Bureau of Prisons deemed
it too expensive to maintain. The island was then deeded to Washington state, and has operated under
state government since.
The Washington Department of
Corrections announced its decision
to close the McNeil Island Corrections Center last November, in response to a $4 billion state budget
cut.
Operating a prison on a remote
island requires substantial extra expenses, including running electricity from the mainland and running
ferries to and from the island for
employee commute and transporting resources. Closing the McNeil
Island facility will save taxpayers $8
million per year, according to cnn.
com.
At its maximum capacity, the
prison had around 1,200 inmates.
Before it closed last week, the remaining inmates were transferred
to other facilities around the state.
A separate center for civilly-committed sex offenders remains on the
island, but it is yet to be determined
whether it will be able to continue
operating without the support of
the prison’s facilities.
For employees and their families,
who made their homes on McNeil
Island, the closure of the prison
will also be the end of the distinct
community they had come to know
there.
“It was an amazing place to
grow up,” Marta Palmquist-Cady,
who spent the early years of her
childhood living on McNeil, said.
Palmquist-Cady’s father was the supervisor of education for the federal
bureau, employed at the McNeil Island Corrections Center until it became a state prison in 1981.
She described a small-town feel
among the island’s 50 or so households, all of which belonged to employees of the prison and their families, and the sense of community.
Also part of that community, she
said, were the inmates who worked
outside of the prison, driving bussee MCNEIL page 2
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es, rigging boats and working on
the farms. She also remembers the
natural beauty of the island, where
the Department of Fish and Wildlife has been doing work for many
years. Much of the island’s seven
square miles is currently home to
a wildlife reserve.
“I’m sad that it’s closing, of
course,” Palmquist-Cady said. “It
was really a wonderful place to

live.”
McNeil Island hosted a reunion
last month for those who had lived
and worked there in the past. Now
that the island is no longer in use
by the Department of Corrections,
former residents wonder what the
future will have in store for McNeil.
While there have been discussions of opening a historical museum or designating the land to
wildlife reserves, for the time being McNeil Island will most likely
remain inaccessible for public use.

What’s up with ASUPS?
The Budget Process for the 2011-12 school year is already underway. While
it is a rigorous and time-intensive process, it affords us the opportunity to
meet with many of our student leaders and learn about the exciting, myriad
directions their clubs and groups are heading in the coming years. If you
have any questions about this process, please contact the ASUPS Vice
President or Director of Business Services.
The ASUPS Executive Team for 2011-12 is ﬁnally set. If you see them around
campus, please congratulate your new Execs!
Director of Public Relations: Libby Orrick ‘13
Director of Business Services: Adam Guzek ‘12
Director of Technology Services: Jacob Fuhrman ‘13
ASUPS Programmer position applications are due Monday, April 11 at 5:00
p.m.
ASUPS Media Head applications are due Friday, April 15 at 5:00 p.m.
April is here, and of course brings a multitude of different events for the
student body each weekend. This weekend offers events on Friday (April
8) such as B-GLAD’s 9th Annual Drag Show at 7:30 p.m. in Marshall Hall
and a concert featuring Minus the Bear at 8:00 p.m. in the Fieldhouse. Next
weekend features an all-day Friday festival in the Proctor District (15) with
a concert in the Blue Mouse Theater and the annual Spring Lu’au in the
Fieldhouse on Saturday (16), which begins with dinner at 5:00 p.m.
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out biological significance, and one
that should have no bearing in the
creation of laws and policies.
These ideas, he said, are tied directly to the left-wing principle that
all people should be treated equally.
“Efforts should move us in the direction of liberty, equal opportunity
and the equality of outcome,” Anderson-Connolly said. “The diversity
program does not move us in that direction. The rectification of race distracts from economic issues.”
The economic issues, according to
Anderson-Connolly, are becoming
more relevant to concerns of justice
and equal opportunity as time goes
on, and should therefore be placed at
the forefront of those efforts.
“Class conflict has been getting
worse, but it’s still assumed that the
mechanisms are the same as they
were five years ago,” he said. With
statistics showing that issues of race
are becoming less relevant while class
conflicts are becoming more so, An-
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porters also attended the sentencing
and Union Station vigil last Monday.
According to Puget Sound Nucle-
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derson-Connelly said that in maintaining a focus on race, “we’re not
focusing on the problems that are
getting worse, we’re focusing on the
problems that are getting better.”
In terms of a change in the diversity program, Anderson-Connolly
concedes that not much alteration
of policies can occur at the academy
level, but insists that Puget Sound
should “at least do no harm.”
This includes not discriminating
during hiring and admission, which
he acknowledges is not an issue, but
also not legitimizing the construction of race as part of the diversity
program.
“I don’t think there’s going to be
much change on campus, but I do
want to equip students with a critique of the program from the left,”
Anderson-Connolly said. “It’s good
to know that critics of diversity
are not necessarily from the right.
Hopefully in the future critics won’t
be labeled racist or conservative.”
An hour-long question and answer segment, in which supporters
and opponents voiced their con-

cerns and questions about Anderson-Connolly’s ideas, followed the
talk.
“I thought that he [AndersonConnolly] could have talked more
about real situations than theory.
The theory behind what he was saying was very interesting, but if he
talked more about specific situations at Puget Sound I think his argument would have been more solid and almost unflappable,” student
Jessica Spevak said.
Student Casey Krolczyk, who attended the talk, said, “I think if we
really want to call ourselves liberal
individuals, we have to go to events
like this.”
“While I didn’t agree with some
of what he [Anderson-Connolly]
said, the most valuable thing I’m
taking from this is that my own
ideas are more solid, and that this
is a great event to challenge beliefs,”
Spevak added.
“I thought there was a good discussion. I think getting these ideas
out there made this worth it,” Anderson-Connolly said.

ar Weapon Free Zone Coordinator and Disarm Now Plowshares
Media Representative Leonard Eiger, the courthouse was packed
and there were also people and
media waiting outside.

The Trident submarine base at
Bangor, just 20 miles from Seattle,
is home to the largest concentration of operational nuclear weapons, according to a recent Kansas
City Star article.

SeCUrit Y rePort
The following incidents were reported to Security Services between March 29 and April 1, 2011:
Theft from Vehicle
A student reported her vehicle was broken into while it was parked in the lot near Thompson Hall.
There were no signs of forced entry to the vehicle, although the student reports it was locked. Two
pairs of expensive sunglasses were taken.
Bicycle Theft
Two bikes were reported stolen during the week, one from a Union Avenue residence and the other
from the racks outside Wyatt Hall. Cable locks were cut in both cases.

Courtesy of Todd A. Badham, Director of Security Services
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Class ideology supplants that of the white male
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The Age of Questions: Professor Anderson-Connelly offers a critique of the Diversity program, focusing on socio-economic class.

By ELLIOTT G. PIROS
The era of the idea of a white,
male hegemony is over. No longer
are white and male the principle determinants of an elite, moneyed experience. Indeed, it is safe to say that
they never were such. Rather, class,
not race, shapes most who we are.
When determining social diversity, then, it is important to abandon
the old paradigm in which white
and male defined the ‘norm’ against
which the other was interpreted.
Comparative Sociology Professor Richard Anderson-Connelly, in
his March 30 talk entitled “A LeftWing Critique of the Diversity Program,” made a few important points
that are worth repeating. First, Anderson-Connelly pointed out that
race is a social construct. As a social
construct, and especially because of

the linguistic component in its construction, race is defined relationally: One is white in that one is not
black, ochre, olive, or coffee.
Second, Anderson-Connelly pointed out that class has legal foundations, whereas race does not. Anderson-Connelly defines class in terms of
control of the means of production.
The American legal system protects
the ownership of capital. The spectrum of class, from rich to poor, is
the degree of this ownership. So, the
“haves” of our society also have laws
to protect what they have.
The hegemonic ideology of our
society is shaped by the upper class.
Typically, the upper class has been
peopled by white males. But those
who tout a notion in which white,
male concerns have directed American history often ignore the important issue of class. The most defining

Letter to the Editor
This letter is in response to Matt Kitto’s article, “Honor codes limit student performance, work ability” in the Opinions section of the
April 1 issue of The Trail.
Mr. Kitto,
Yesterday, I was watching “Friday,” Rebecca Black’s YouTube
“music video,” where she sing-talks
about her mundane life complete
with the obligatory black rapper,
and it reminded me a little bit of
your article“Honor codes limit student performance, work ability”
and its imagining of the function of
school work in our education system: As long as you do some work
and produce something, you’re
probably doing a good job.
But first, I make one request: In
all of your articles, please stop generalizing. Cheating on the Mormon Lord with premarital sex and
cheating on a bio mid-term with a
crib sheet are completely different
things (apart from the word cheating at the beginning of each). At
Puget Sound, we have a student
integrity code, and I encourage all
Loggers to review it since we are
all bound to it upon enrollment. If
there is something specific that you
disagree with in that code or with
BYU’s, please, let us talk about that.
Your article’s vague and confusing stance on honor codes shows
that you’ve missed the point. The
purpose of our Integrity Principle
isn’t punishment but rather to up-

hold a common understanding of
trust, which is to say, that everyone
will acknowledge other people’s
original work.
The real problem with your article is its misunderstanding of the
role of school work in relation to
one’s education and career. Working hard and memorizing various concepts is only the first step
in creating a base line knowledge
to further your education. If you
are “[spending] hours every week
memorizing formulas, definitions
and theories” exclusively “in preparation for exams” then you’re doing
school wrong. Virtually no classes
at this university will solely “[judge
you] on whether or not [you] can
remember a certain formula.” Instead, you are called to apply that
knowledge to real world problems.
College isn’t about teaching you
what you should know for your
job—that’s for technical, medical
and law schools. A liberal arts education is supposed to show you
HOW to think. It’s not enough to
know the average rainfall in Somalia, but you need to know how that
affects its local politics and more
importantly what is being done
about it.
see LETTER page 4

Want your opinion to be heard?
If you have a strong reaction to an article, e-mail us at
trailops@pugetsound.edu, or visit our new website at
trail.pugetsound.edu and share your voice with us. We will
select responses each week to publish in the next issue.

characteristic of the powerful, white
men of history is not their whiteness or maleness, but their membership in the upper class. Indeed,
it would be shoddy historical analysis to equate the hegemonic ideology of the upper class to white males
in general.
To be sure, the overlap between
the hegemonic, upper class ideology and the white male has been too
broad to be coincidental. But the
initial concern of the ruling class is
not the primacy of white men, but
rather the security of their control of
the means of production. The privileging of white maleness is secondary, a means with which to define
and legitimize the ruling type. An
additional characteristic, however,
is also added: he in charge must always be of the upper class.
We must understand that white

and male are not bound inextricably
to the ruling class ideology. To remain fixed to this old paradigm is to
limit our analysis of the current situation. President Barack Obama is
an excellent example of why equating white and male with hegemony is not accurate. Mr. Obama’s ascent from the hoi polloi to the U.S.
Senate and presidency is an ascent
of class. Mr. Obama is wealthy, welleducated and thoroughly ingrained
in the upper class. While it is tempting to use the color of his skin to
group him with the average African-American, the contents of his
mind and bank account make him
an upper class individual.
Today, as the gap between upper
and lower class grows ever wider, it
is important to understand the nature of the ruling class. Especially
when determining diversity from

the norm, it is important to abandon the outdated notion that what is
not white or male is diverse. Anderson-Connelly is correct, I believe,
in saying that “the diversity of skincolor…cannot be assumed to bring
a diversity of ideas.”
Yet, it almost seems that those
who wish to promote people of color as inherently diverse need to keep
the outdated model of white male
primacy alive. White male primacy remains a fictional, monolithic
specter against which to define diversity.
White men, however, are far from
uniform. There is no such thing as
a white male culture. Rather, within the spectrum of white men are
many levels of class. These classes
extend beyond the strata of white
men to include people of other skin
color and gender.
Class, therefore, is far more accurate in determining diversity. Since
class shapes experience most, a diversity of individuals at the University of Puget Sound could best be
marked as a diversity of individuals
from different classes. While the inequality between “haves” and “havenots” should not be celebrated, it is
important to be aware of class precisely because today class is mutable. By acquiring capital of one sort
or another, one can ascend in the
class rank.
To shift from race to class when
interpreting diversity also undermines the idea that all white males
are essentially normal. This is an inaccurate worldview. It waves away
the normality of some non-whites
by imposing upon them the role of
the Other, the different, the diverse.
One must abandon the old paradigm of race-based diversity to truly
appreciate the actual diversity of experience at the University of Puget
Sound.

Incentivizing home reading will
improve literacy in America
By MACKENZIE HEPKER
Read for pleasure lately? Doubt
it—in college, chances are that students have very little time to dedicate to reading material that is not
required for a class, and here at
Puget Sound, many students lack the
time or motivation to even indulge
in reading what is required. This
trend reflects the habits of a majority
of adult Americans.
When I do occasionally crack
open a required reading for a class
(i.e. midterm in two hours), I often
notice something interesting: that
my mind is completely blown. Such
books and articles describe situations and ideas desperate for exposure. “Why don’t I read this? Why
hasn’t everyone read this?” I ask myself as I am inspired to get more involved in activism, do more research
on world systems and spread the
written word.
Thing is, most adults don’t (or
can’t) read on a regular basis, and
kids are developing A.D.D. from
increasingly rapid information absorption (Cracked.com anyone?). So
how can we motivate the young and
old to read, and foster literacy education?
By speaking a language we all understand: the language of money.
Pay the people to think so they may
be inspired to act on the world stage.
Government funds should be
poured into education (certainly not
taken away, as we have recently seen)
but nonetheless, when school stops,
so may the reading and the learning.
The nation needs to take steps be-

yond the classroom to promote literacy and critical thought, and a good
use of funding may be to offer citizens a monetary incentive.
Illiteracy is a growing problem
in America, which ranks far below
other nations in terms of literacy,
including most eastern European
countries and other industrialized
nations. Literacy is defined by the
National Assessment of Adult Literacy (NAAL) as “using printed and
written information to function in
society, to achieve one’s goals, and to
develop one’s knowledge and potential.”
According to ProLiteracy.org, low
literacy’s effects cost the U.S. $225
billion or more each year in nonproductivity in the workforce, crime
and loss of tax revenue due to unemployment. Globally, it is linked to
gender abuse, extreme poverty, high
infant mortality and the spread of
HIV/AIDS, malaria and other preventable diseases. Individual illiteracy leads to a lack of knowledge, information and understanding about
the world and systems in which
these people live, which advances
these problems.
In our country, 14 percent of the
adult population does not read well
enough to understand a newspaper
story written at the eighth grade level (ProLiteracy). According to the
National Endowment of the Arts
(NEA), “reading scores for American adults of almost all education
levels have deteriorated, notably
among the best-educated groups.
[There has been] a 20 percent rate of
decline.”
This lowers the potential of even

literate American citizens, whose
decline in proficiency is likely due to
a lack of practice.
“Potential” in this context is not
limited to the workforce, but includes the tendency to involve oneself in the community, politics and
culture—hell, life.
In 2007, the NEA published a research report entitled “To Read or
Not to Read: Reading at Risk.” Data
within the report showed that “by
every measure captured by the Survey of Public Participation in the
Arts, literary readers lead more robust lifestyles than non-readers.”
The surveys conducted revealed
that individuals self-reported to be
literate engaged significantly more
in the arts, cultural excursions, exercise and voting.
This same report noted that volunteering rates rose with number of
books read over the past year.
I attribute this to the way that different reading materials, particularly non-fiction, can expose readers to
social issues that they didn’t know
about before. The report stated that
“because of this active empathy,
[people] contribute in measurable
ways to civic and social improvements.”
As I mentioned earlier, many
of books that can absolutely rock
your world are required readings
for some classes. Naked Imperialism
and other required readings for my
seminar, for example, surprised me
with so much information that they
inspired me to study politics alongsee LITERACY page 4
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Know thyself and get tested regularly for STIs

By SUZY SPONGEWORTHY

Though sexually transmitted infections (STIs) are not nearly as fun
and pun-able to talk about as subjects like masturbation and oral
sex, they are a part of sexuality that
we need to be conscious about and
open about discussing. These tough
conversations need to happen so
that one can be better educated and
take responsibility for one’s actions.
Now, you most likely do not have
an STI and that allows for a certain
amount of emotional distance from
the topic. But STIs can and do strike.
It is possible that you or someone
you care about will contract an STI.
Ignoring the possibility only makes
the likelihood of passing on an STI
increase.
My personal precious little bubble of ignorance came crashing
down within the past year. I was sitting in Counseling Health and Wellness Center for an appointment
and my sex column came up (I’m a
chatty Kathy, so sue me). The medical provider attending to my ailment mentioned that they see a lot
of Chlamydia in students coming
in to CHWS. Say whaaaat? Though
I have less reason to be concerned
about this than the average college
campus, I was pretty floored by this.
Registered Nurse Practictioner at
CHWS Lisa Robinson sees patients
with Herpes, Chlamydia and genital
warts (though the HPV vaccine has
reduced incidence). On occasion,
she also sees Scabies, Trichomonas
and in women, Bacterial Vaginosis,
which is considered to be sexually
transmitted in lesbian sex.
A common misconception is that
if you wear a condom, you’re good.

PHOTO COURTESY / PLANNED PARENTHOOD

It’s not all rainbows and unicorns: Make an STI appointment at CHWS right now!
Yet it should be common knowledge
that Herpes and genital warts can
still be spread even if you bag it because the virus can be on surrounding areas that the condom does not
cover. Also, most STIs can absolutely be spread through anal sex as well.
Another area for concern that I
often think about is contracting an
STI from oral to genital contact. According to Robinson, Herpes, Gonorrhea and maybe genital warts can
be transmitted through oral sex.
How does one combat this, especially in the culture of a college
campus? While condoms seem to be
pretty mainstream for penetrative
sex, I myself do not think to use a
condom before I go down on a dude
nor do I know anyone that to my
knowledge does so.
Furthermore, when performing oral sex on a female, protection

from an oral STI would require a
dental dam. A dental dam is a barrier placed over the female genitals
that can be made by cutting the tip
off a normal condom and cutting
down the side to make a square of
latex.
The problem is, condoms do not
taste great (unless they are flavored
and even then, iffy). There is really
no simple solution to this dilemma,
but regular testing and active dialogue with partners about STI testing makes the situation a whole lot
safer.
Robinson is very impressed by
how much Puget Sound students
know about STIs, but acknowledges
that the area with most misunderstanding is testing. Under the umbrella of testing, one misconception
is that there is a catch-all test for every STI. This is untrue. There are in-

dividual tests for each one.
“I usually recommend testing for
Chlamydia, Gonorrhea and HIV.”
Robinson said. “Right now, testing for these three STDs costs $86
at CHWS. Herpes testing costs $3467. Syphilis testing is $11. A microscope test to check for Trichomonas
or Bacterial Vaginosis is $5.”
Since this is pretty steep, pricewise, some students are pushing for
free or further subsidized STI testing at CHWS. Petitions are going
around.
One suggested option by an individual leading the effort would be
to raise student fees. Based on simple math, even an increase of $10
per person would create $26,000 as
a fund for STI testing. The student
I spoke with told me that her ideal
would be two free STI tests per semester.

Something that had not occurred
to me was the necessity of multiple tests, which can accentuate the
economic problem of high medical
costs for STI tests. “There’s a possibility that even after treatment, you
will not have necessarily rid yourself of the infection,” one junior
said. “Getting tested for STIs is already really expensive so if you do
test positive for one and get treated,
you still have to fund another test after you receive treatment.”
The tell-tale signs to look for in
dealing with STIs, according to
Robinson, are burning with urination or unusual discharge in women
and men, abnormal vaginal bleeding or pain with sex in women, genital sores or bumps or unexplained
fever, weight loss and enlarged
lymph nodes. If you or anyone you
know experiences these symptoms,
it is better safe than sorry to go into
CHWS or elsewhere and get tested.
Although the fact that we are in
the middle of a political shitstorm
involving Planned Parenthood’s
funding is devastating, there are
some options where students can
seek specific tests for free or at a reduced cost.
Robinson recommends one of the
King County Public Health STI clinics, which one can look up online.
The closest is in Federal Way and the
fees are based on a sliding scale for
income (and I would assume none
of us students are rolling in five figures or more). For free HIV testing
at the Pierce County AIDS Foundation, Robinson recommends calling
first at (253)383-2565.
Readers, think to yourself for me,
when was the last time you were
tested?

Mobile GPS requires privacy protection
By MEGAN EVANS

Scholar and other Google i-gadgets in
points they can redeem for “cool stuff.”
It would definitely be attractive for the
youth, such as high school and college
students, as well as adults who’d like
some cash on the side.
There should be no question that it
is necessary for Americans in general
to increase both their proficiency in
literacy and their frequency of reading, and that a system that highly encourages this needs to be implemented
as soon as possible. There is potential
for great effects on society from the
ground up—I’d pay to see that.

You know that character with
schizophrenia who is convinced
that the government is watching
him and is used in nearly every
hospital or alien related movie ever
made?
Today, he might not be entirely
crazy to believe that his every move
is being tracked.
Although there are several situations in which devices that can
track a person’s location can be
good, and even save lives, it is necessary for the government to set up
boundaries that limit the violations
of personal privacy.
After 9/11, the government implemented the Federal Communications Commission Enhanced
911 rule. This initiative requires
that cellphone car companies have
the ability to locate their customers to within 100 meters (or around
330 feet) of their location using the
cellphone signal.
According to privacyrights.org,
the company needs three things to
successfully track a cellphone: GPS
to compare the signal timing, WiFi networks to track signals and
triangulation to collect the directional signals from various towers. Originally, phones could only
be generally located by determining which tower a signal was being sent through, usually only establishing the city or town in which

the person was.
This service is intended to be
used in emergency situations, and
for this purpose, it is a good idea. If
someone ever finds themselves in
a situation where they cannot help
themselves, there is always the possibility that they can be rescued because of this tracking ability.
More and more now, however,
there are movements towards less
emergency-situation oriented use
of this technology. While some of it
is being used for good, other things
may be too much, and could arguably be a violation of citizen’s right
to privacy.
One of the good uses of this technology is for minors. Although it is
healthier for parent-child relations
to be able to trust that your child
is telling the truth, it is also worthwhile to have a backup. For children who are putting themselves in
scary situations, or those who are
put in such situations against their
will, the tracking capabilities are a
blessing. While parents must use
their judgment in its application,
it can keep children out of harm’s
way.
Other uses, however, are downright creepy. One of the intrusive
uses is by employers. Cars and
phones provided by a job are legally
allowed to be tracked during work
hours by GPS. While the legal side
is not technically intrusive (an employee should be doing work-relat-

ed things during the work day), it
can mean that employers have access to your off-hours activities.
Although this is illegal, they still
may have the ability to do this, and
often without any knowledge on
the behalf of the employee. Needless to say, this can be a very intrusive situation which could possibly
lead to some bad circumstances.
Cell phones are not the only device being produced with tracking capabilities. Digital cameras
are now being produced with GPS
built in. Called “geotagging,” the
camera takes the image and also
records the latitude and longitude
at which it was taken. Then when
the pictures are uploaded to a computer, they can be sorted according
to the location taken. For travel enthusiasts, this is a brilliant way to
record trips. Having the camera remember the “where and when” bits
makes it that much easier to enjoy
a trip.
While it may be a great way to
organize photos, it also could be
viewed as a violation of privacy
rights, depending on the security
of the GPS device and the consent
of the camera user.
While on the surface location
devices may appear to be a great
benefit to the new technology age,
it also slips back and forth across
the line of privacy rights, and often without the general public realizing it.

written article, the critical analysis students learn in class will help
them see how illogical the article’s
arguments are.
This is the real issue in taking
Rebecca Black seriously. By all respects, her music video has the
standards of a relatively success-

ful song. It’s not like she’s the only
one literally listing off the days
of the week (I’m looking at you,
Will.i.am and The Cure). And she
probably worked very hard on the
video (“Um... Mr. Director. Whatcomes after Saturday. Seriously
guys, we’ve been at this since 6 a.m.

and I haven’t had my iced mocha
latte yet”).
You can’t just check the boxes from some arbitrary formula
and expect art. It’s the same with
school. You can’t just memorize
dates and formulas and expect to
get an education. Life’s not that

simple or easy.
Athletic infidelity and academic
integrity aside, reworking our understanding of the value of hard
work in this age of technology is an
important issue. If you want to have
an informed debate about that, I’ll
applaud your efforts. Scout’s Honor.

COMIC COURTESY / HARRY NORDLINGER

LITERACY

continued FROM page 3

side science.
Countless books have expanded and
changed minds to better fit reality, and
this is a necessary step for the mass
mobilization of our society towards the
greater good.
If people will not bother or try to
read otherwise, we should pay them to
do it. This incentive is already used by
Google’s ReaderAdvantageTM, which
pays people who read on Google

LETTER

continued FROM page 3

Precisely because students have
so much access to information, it
falls to their education to help them
make sense of it all. So even if an
OP-ED columnist writes a poorly

Opinions contained herein do not necessarily reflect the views of The Trail staff, ASUPS, the University, or its Board of Trustees. Articles and letters in the Opinions section are printed at the discretion
of the Trail editorial staff. The Trail reserves the right to refuse any letters submitted for publication. Letters to the editor will not be edited for grammar, spelling, or content, except in the case of
material that is considered to be offensive, as determined by the Trail style guide. All letters to the editor must be signed and must have an email address or phone number. Letters for publication the
following Friday are due no later than Monday at noon and may be sent to: The Puget Sound Trail, 1095 Wheelock Student Center, Tacoma, WA 98416 or trail@pugetsound.edu.
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“HEY YOU,” Highlighter Party
at Sigma Chi Saturday. Bring $3
to donate! Proceeds go toward
medication for Honduras Clinic.
“HEY YOU,” Sorry about the
lack of hey yous this week. See
combat zone for details. - ed.
“HEY YOU,” I do not talk, I’m
just a rapper.
“HEY YOU,” Diversions barista
– your smile always brightens my
day and/or night.

ing a theme that doesn’t marginalize the pain and suffering
of millions of people. Sincerely,
Concerned Party Attendees. P.S.
Can’t wait for the Tsunami Dance
Party

Want to submit a Hey You?
E-mail
trailheyyou@pugetsound.edu
or put one in the box in
Diversions Cafe.
The Trail will never publish
Hey Yous that explicitly refer to
individuals or groups, contain
identifying information or drug
and alcohol references, or are
hateful or libelous in nature.

“HEY YOU,” CSOC, let’s talk
implications.
“HEY YOU,” Trail, “infamous”
does not mean “really famous”.
Did you mean to say that Infinite
Soups was “known for being evil”
in your last issue?

“HEY YOU,” UPS, stop getting
worse—better bananas & new
seating arrangements aren’t fooling us.

ers! Relay is coming up! Contact
slphillips@pugetsound.edu to be
part of a video to show why you
relay!
“HEY YOU,” Don’t make it
bad. Take a sad song and make it
better.
“HEY YOU,” Stop stealing the
red stapler from the Learning
Commons! No one wants to be
forced to use the ginormous industrial one that jams incessantly.

“HEY YOU,” It is well within
your rights to disagree with war,
but there is a proper time, place,
and manner to protest. Your
posters are offensive.
“HEY YOU,” If you have a
problem with something, open a
discussion about it. Don’t leave
anonymous posters about it.
“HEY YOU,” There needs to be
a nap lounge in Thompson.

“HEY YOU,” Ignorance is not
an excuse for activism.

“HEY YOU,” Cast and crew of
Pillowman, you are all so amazing and put on an extraordinary
show. Be proud!

“HEY YOU,” Relay for Life is
coming up on April 30 – May
1st! How much money have YOU
raised?

“HEY YOU,” I love your body
and you should too! Love Your
Body Week is coming up...April
11-15!

“HEY YOU,” Recently single
small town girl, the whole school
is after you… But I can guarantee
that I can give you more than
that Spanish dude in your profile
pic… 2 words: History. Major.

“HEY YOU,” Sigma Chi. Way to
be sensitive to the crisis in Japan.
The fact that this is a fundraiser
for Honduras totally justifies
your utter and complete lack of
judgement or regard for the suffering of thousands.

“HEY YOU,” The UT sketch
show was really good, but needed
more of a certain hot, tall, skinny
UT boy.

“HEY YOU,” I’m not your bro,
pal.

“HEY YOU,” Short Latina, I
hear you pee in the coffee.

“HEY YOU,” Bros, next time
you host a dance party, try choos-

“HEY YOU,” Relay for Lif-

ACCESS PROGRAMS
2011 SUMMER ACADEMIC CHALLENGE
5 WEEKS OF
TEACHING, LEARNING, DIVERSITY & COMMUNITY

Had my first cl
ass today, and
my
tuition will be
paid in full. So
me
people think co
llege is too expe
nsive.
But I found a
way.

EARN

$12.12 an hour

Teaching Assistants are needed for our summer math and science enrichment program for local
middle and high school students traditionally underrepresented in higher education.
Teaching Assistants work June 20 - July 22, 2011
From 8:30 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
With a mandatory orientation meeting during spring term.
APPLICATION DEADLINE: FRIDAY, APRIL 22, 2011
Interviews WEDNESDAY APRIL 27 – FRIDAY, APRIL 29.

Get ahead in life with the National Guard. Call now!
• Up to 100% Tuition Assistance • Leadership Training

Contact Access Programs
At 879-2827 or achallenge@pugetsound.edu
Or stop by our oﬃce, Howarth 215.

WA S H IN G TO
N

SSG Robert Chinneth 253-255-9782
NATIONALGUARD.com • 1-800-GO-GUARD
COM-12_7x3.95_Chinneth.indd 1

3/21/11 3:18 PM

College Grad Rebate Program

What’s happening?

RT@TOYOTA: COLLEGE GRADS SAVE $1K!

Send

OUR COLLEGE GRADUATE PROGRAM1 INCLUDES:
• $1000 rebate on any new Toyota Camry (excludes
Hybrid model), Corolla, Matrix, RAV4, Tacoma, or
Yaris when financing or leasing through your
dealer and Toyota Financial Services.

• No money down and no monthly payments
for first 90 days on select finance programs.
• Competitive APRs and lease terms on
Toyota vehicles.

Visit toyotafinancial.com/collegerebate
or contact your Toyota dealer for more information.

1

Rebate offered by Toyota Motor Sales, U.S.A., Inc. Rebate will be applied on lease contracts, first toward the amounts due at lease signing or delivery, with any remainder to the capitalized cost reduction or toward the down payment on finance contracts. One rebate per
finance or lease transaction. Rebate available on lease or finance contracts executed through January 3, 2012. Rebate only available on the select new untitled Toyota models described above. College Graduate Program is subject to change or termination at any time.
Some restrictions apply. Program may not be available in all states. On approved credit through your participating Toyota dealer and Toyota Financial Services. Not all applicants will qualify. On eligible finance contracts with terms up to 60 months, first payment may be
deferred for first 90 days on eligible new and current year used Toyota vehicles; finance charges accrue from contract date. Deferred first payment not available in PA or in connection with the preferred option finance plan. See Toyota dealer for details.
Toyota Financial Services is a service mark of Toyota Motor Credit Corporation.
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Bombay Bistro: bomb Indian food Film screening of The

River Why promotes
conversation, clean-up
By SHELBY TAYLOR

PHOTO COURTESY / MARIA SOKOVA

Bombay Bistro: A look inside a favorite restaurant of students.

By TOMMY STONE
For a delectable taste of North
Indian cuisine lying just off campus, look no further than 4328
6th Ave. for Bombay Bistro. Delectable, delicious and delightful:
a description worthy of a restaurant as illustrious as Bombay Bistro. Their website advertises that
they were “voted best overall restaurant in Tacoma” for a reason.
I’ve been to the restaurant twice
now—once for a lunch buffet, the
second time for a shared group
dinner.
For the lunch buffet, I recall
starting out with some chai tea,
vegetable pokora, salaag aloo and
naan. The chai tea was excellent,
some of the best I’ve had at an Indian restaurant before.
The vegetable pokoras were
also very tasty, filled with mixed
vegetables, chickpeas, and garlicginger paste. The yummy Indian
flatbread, naan, perfectly complemented the spinach, potato, ginger, and onion flavors of the saag
aloo.
I then returned to the buffet
trays for some spicy channa masala—garbanzo beans cooked in
garlic-ginger tomato sauce with
onions. I barely had room left

over to try the lentil dish, daal
maharani, but I’m glad I did—I
was thoroughly satisfied as I took
my last bite, my face red from the
intensity of the spices.
It’s worth noting that even for a
Saturday lunch buffet, the service
was fantastic. Our waiter was incredibly prompt and helpful, patiently taking note of our preferences for spice intensity and
assiduously filling up our water
glasses whenever he saw that they
were even partially empty.
I was pleased with the great service, great food, and great buffet
price – merely $8.99 plus tax.
My second time at Bombay Bistro, I found different options that
turned out to be just as good, if
not better, than what I ate before.
We started out with some appetizers, most notable of which were
the excellent vegetable samosas,
stuffed with potatoes, ground
spices, green peas, and ginger.
We also ordered some basmati
rice and a bread basket to share,
which included delicious onion,
aloo, and plain naan.
I then ordered my favorite dish
I’ve had at Bombay Bistro so far:
malai kofta. This dish of vegetable balls was marinated in a spicy,
cream-based onion gravy sauce.

Malai kofta went perfectly over
the basmati rice. I also ordered
the channa masala again and
shared some aloo mutter, cubes of
potatoes, onions, and peas cooked
in a garlic-ginger tomato sauce,
with a friend.
Again, I left Bombay Bistro
pleased with the food, the service,
and the relatively miniscule toll it
left on my wallet.
Having been to Gateway to India several times, another closeby Indian restaurant on 6th Ave,
Bombay Bistro is certainly an improvement. There are far more
options and overall, Bombay Bistro offers much more bang for
your buck.
Although it may not have a
dimly-lit date corner like Gateway
to India’s, Bombay Bistro’s ornate
décor of polished belly-dancing
statuettes and warm-colored tapestries is welcoming—another
perfect locale for a date.
I have yet to go on a date at
Bombay Bistro but I’m sure the
charmingly dry-humored waiters would joke with us just as they
did with my friends and me.
Bombay Bistro is a close, cheap,
and pleasant Tacoma restaurant
to find some tasty Indian food to
munch on.

brings about the latter, according to
Denton Cohen.
“Narrative films have a way of
It began with a book.
A friend had given senior Karen opening issues or causes to an audiBarbee a copy of David James Dun- ence that is not as obvious as documentaries. What we want to do is
can’s The River Why.
Once finished with the bestselling use the experience of the film to innovel, Barbee set about securing a spire the audience in a more submovie version, and the Internet re- tle way,” she said. “There has been
vealed that an independent narra- a common reaction from the auditive feature film with the same name ence about the beauty of the rivers.
was making its way to a number of How can we motivate that audience
little festivals across the country. It to take the next step?”
Since the film is action oriented,
had yet to be released to the masses.
“On a whim, I talked to Cooper Barbee met with geology and susArbios [with Campus Films] to try tainability clubs to come up with
to get it to campus. He suggested I an activity in the spirit of The Rivcall the producer and see, so I left a er Why.
That way, students “come to apvoicemail. She called the next day,
down to earth and not at all pomp- preciate the wilderness, and when
ous, and was prepared to say no. voting issues come up, they are all
They don’t do that,” Barbee said. the more inspired,” she said.
And so arose a Puget Creek cleanAnd now, “the producer is flying
here, bringing the disc herself for a up, scheduled from 9 a.m. to noon
April 9.
special preThe event,
view screenas
volun“Narrative films have a way
ing. This will
teer
conprobably
of opening issues or causes
tact Emernever hapto an audience that is not as son Sample
pen again.
explained,
We are super
obvious as documentaries.
involves
fortunate.”
What we want to do is use
“getting all
Tickets
fitted
up
for tonight’s
the experience of the film
with boots
combination
to inspire the audience in a
and gloves
lecture and
and
trash
more subtle way.”
screening
bags to go
will be sold
—Kristi Denton Cohen
remove as
at the door,
much Engfree with a
lish Ivy as we
Puget Sound
ID and six dollars for general ad- can. This fits right in with the book,
because it talks a lot about the majmission.
Producer of The River Why Kristi esty of natural waterways and how
Denton Cohen and River Network they can be important, nay crucial,
President’s Todd Ambs are slated to in more ways than we imagine.”
Barbee is sure to serve as an inspeak at 6 p.m. on the topic of ecology, with the movie (shown for one spiration for many. For those seeking to follow her lead, Barbee adnight only) to follow at 7 p.m.
As for a tidbit on what the audi- vises looking at all of the resources
ence will be seeing, from what Bar- Puget Sound has to offer. Chances
bee understands: “It’s like Into the are, someone is going to want to go
Wild but happy. Basically the main along for the ride.
“It was a great, small idea. I did
character, a fishing prodigy, leaves
home for a cabin in Oregon. It’s part meetings, and people ran with it.
love story, part appreciation for na- When that passion comes through,
people will grab on,” Barbee conture.”
Showing rather than telling cluded.

Love Your Body Week emphasizes self respect, positive self image
By BRENNA CAMERON
Their faces glow with a radiating
confidence. They each admit the issues they have with their body but
also smile as they embrace those issues. They each speak with words
that seem to strike against the social
norm, yet are fresh and bear a light
mood.
These women are part of the committee that has planned Love Your
Body Week—a week that senior
Sara Adkins says is devoted to the
health of students not only physically but mentally as well.
“We’re not trying to get people to
change their bodies,” Adkins said.
“We’re promoting health and well
being and recognizing the good
things about our body.”
Adkins started the Love Your
Body Week three years ago, inspired
by a project she had completed in
a gender studies class. After looking into the Love Your Body Campaign—a national campaign that is
typically one day out of the year—
Adkins wanted to bring the same
idea to campus but make the event
into a week.
“I had been to a lot of events at
UPS but none that talked about body
issues or self-esteem. It seemed like

there was a gap,” Adkins said.
After almost three years of planning this annual event, Adkins
hopes this will be the biggest year
yet. The planning committee hopes
to make this a very visible event.
“We don’t want you to walk
around campus and have no way to
not know it’s Love Your Body Week,”
Adkins said.
The week, April 11-15, will have
themes for each day with several activities planned. Some of the key
features of the week will be a femaleonly weight lifting class Tuesday,
zumba and belly-dancing classes
Wednesday, a hip-hop class Thursday and a yoga class Friday. All
events will be free and the schedule
of activities will be posted outside
the Rotunda during the week.
Love Your Body Week is not only
for women, though. There will also
be a strong emphasis on men and
the issues they must face with masculinity.
Adkins said, “In years past we’ve
talked about men and masculinity.
This year we’ve moved away from
the panel discussions and the lectures. We’re geared more towards
activities that promote being active.”
A Frisbee toss with the men’s Frisbee team on Wednesday will be the

main event for promoting the positive self-image of men.
This week is all about empowering yourself, and even though these
women seem to have a shining confidence, they confess that they’ve
struggled with their body image
themselves.
Adkins said that she had issues
with her own body and these problems partially inspired her to start
Love Your Body Week.
“Recognizing my body for what it
is and owning it in a way that makes
me happy and healthy has been the
biggest thing,” she said. “It makes
me feel empowered recognizing all
the amazing things my body can
do. That made me want to empower
other people.”
Senior Rachel
Fairchild, who is also on the planning committee for Love Your Body
Week, disclosed that she even battled with bulimia nervosa before she
recognized the beauty within herself.
“I think that if I had peers that I
could identify with and confide in I
might not have had the same experience with my disease. [This illness]
taught me that one needs to have a
healthy mind and body,” Fairchild
said. “I wanted to be involved with
an event that promotes a positive

body image. “
Freshman Annie Ryan said that
even with planning this event, she
still works on her perspective of her
own body.
“In the culture we live in, it’s always a process to love your body. No
matter how confident you are you
have to keep working on it. We’re
still working on it too,” she said.
Freshman Tosia Klincewicz, who
joined the committee for Love Your
Body Week soon after she arrived
on campus, said that she has taken
so many steps to improve her perception of her body but it was not
until a unique experience this year
that she fully accepted her body for
how it is.
After going to a meditative “naked” yoga class with the cast from
Vagina Monologues Ryan said, “It
was the coolest experience of my
life. We all cried afterwards.”
“That was a huge step for me,”
Klincewicz said. “[I came to the realization that] more people need to
love their body.”
Klincewicz and Ryan feel so passionately about getting everyone
to create a positive self-image that
they have created a Love Your Body
theme house that they will live in
next year.

From struggles with their own
body to living in a house circling
around the love they have for their
bodies, these women have a strong
sense of what they and other students can do to combat those negative body images.
“World peace begins with inner
peace. A clear state of mind and
confidence in yourself will help you
achieve anything,” Ryan said when
asked how students can overcome
the negative perceptions they have
of themselves. “The whole point
of the week is to affirm everyone’s
beauty.”
“I feel there are so many things
that you can say that don’t have a
real impact,” Klincewicz said when
asked the same question. “I think
that the most important thing is remembering that our culture doesn’t
have a realistic expectation of women’s bodies.”
From these women’s perspectives,
the goals of the week seem clear—
show students the beauty already
within themselves and celebrate it.
“Bodies are amazing. We don’t
celebrate bodies,” said Adkins.
“That’s one of the goals of this
week—to celebrate bodies. We usually get down on bodies but bodies
are awesome. Let’s celebrate bodies.”
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Libations: Librarian Carmel Thompson’s “Most Delicious” cocktails inspired by classic American literature.

Edible Books Festival
brings cupcakes,
cocktails to library
By GRACE HEERMAN
When was the last time you devoured a good book? For participants in the International Edible
Books Festival, it has been nearly
a year. Luckily, their opportunity
arose once again on Friday, April
1, when Collins Memorial Library
celebrated the annual event for the
fifth consecutive year.
Around the world, artists, chefs
and bookworms celebrate by entering their edible book-shaped or
book-inspired works in local competitions. Puget Sound received 31
submissions this year, which were
on display from 11 a.m.—4 p.m. in
the link.
A celebrity panel of food and
book experts selected the winners,
which included Julie Coykendall,
Director of Dining and Conference Services, William Jolly, culinary arts instructor at Clover Park
Technical College and veteran
judge Barbara Racine, manager of
the Puget Sound bookstore.
This year, 21 Puget Sound staff
members, three students and nine
community members brought in
their literary creations. Although
numbers were down from 2010,
festival coordinators were impressed with the quality.
“This year’s entries were seriously creative,” Library Director
and festival coordinator Jane Carlin said. “The effort we saw was remarkable, and it’s clear that participants put in a lot of thought.”
Librarian Patt Leonard agreed.

“The 2011 pieces were exceptionally witty, which is always fun,” she
said.
The festival pays homage to
French connoisseur and food writer Jean-Anthelme Brillat-Savarin
(1755–1826), in honor of his birthday. Brillat-Savarin is famous for
his witty book Physiologie du gout
(The Physiology of Taste).
Participants
competed
for
awards in ten categories, including Best Student Entry, Most Beautiful, Most Creative and Most Humorous, among others. Categories
vary by festival venue, but other
popular ideas include Punniest,
Best Depiction of a Classic, Most
Appetizing and Least Appetizing.
Contest entrants didn’t have all
the fun. Visitors from on- and offcampus were asked to vote for the
People’s Choice Award, which was
given to senior Rose Thompson
for her trilogy of cupcakes entitled “Eat, Pray and Love,” based on
Elizabeth Gilbert’s Eat Pray Love.
Thompson says her creation was
inspired by her experience interning with Cake Central Magazine.
“Once I came up with the cupcake idea, I looked at a couple
books and websites for design inspiration and got some tips from
the Cake Central crew,” she said.
“Eat, Pray, Love is such an incredible story, I tried to do it justice with
colorful and creative cupcakes.”
Library staff members took
home most of the awards, including Cassandra Palmore for her
piece “Satanic Nurses,” based on

PHOTO COURTESY / JEANNE YOUNG

Racetrack: Liz Howell’s edible interpretation of Garth Stein’s The Art of Racing in the Rain.
Salman Rushdie’s Satanic Verses.
Carmel Thompson, librarian and festival coordinator, was
awarded Most Delicious for her
“Literary Libations.” The threepart work displayed three mixed
drinks called Tequila Mockingbird, A Sidecar Named Desire and
The Turn of the Screwdriver, inspired by Harper Lee’s To Kill a
Mockingbird, Tennesse Williams’s
A Streetcar Named Desire and Henry James’s The Turn of the Screw.
Community member Tyler
Briggs took home Most Humorous
for Frank in Stein, a hotdog set inside a beer stein, inspired by Mary
Shelley’s Frankenstein.
After creating the first edible
book with her book artist friends
at a 1999 Thanksgiving celebration, librarian Judith A. Hoffberg
was inspired to spread the word
about her yummy idea. In 2000,
she teamed up with artist Beatrice Coron, who launched www.
books2eat.com and catapulted the
project into the international consciousness.
Since
then,
communities
around the world have been coming together annually to enjoy this
unique marriage of culinary and
literary arts. According to the website, the event’s only criteria for entry is that each celebration be held
on April 1, that submissions illustrate literary inspiration and that
participants register on the website, so as to ensure events are immortalized.
Coron continues to coordinate

PHOTO COURTESY / JEANNE YOUNG

Creepy cakes: A new take on Salman Rushdie’s Satanic Verses by Casandra
Palmore: “Satanic Nurses.”

and facilitate international festivals by keeping the website updated with pictures of contest winners
from around the world. According
to the website, the festival is meant
to be a “celebration of the ingestion
of culture and a way to concretely
share a book.”
The festival has become a tradition at Collins Memorial Library
ever since staff members Sue Boggs
and Leonard brought it to campus

in 2007. It has been gaining popularity, boasting a record fifty entries
in 2010. In fact, The Chronicle of
Higher Education recognized the
University’s participation in a recent article.
For more tasty tidbits on this
year’s festivities, check out http://
chronicle.com to read the Chronicle article, or http://blog.thenewstribune.com/arts/2010 for The Tacoma News Tribune blog coverage.

PHOTO COURTESY / JEANNE YOUNG

Earthly Power Bars: Anthony Burgess’s saga Earthly Powers,
reinterpreted with Power Bars.

PHOTO COURTESY / JEANNE YOUNG

Multicultural: Senior Rose Thompson won the People’s Choice Award for her
Eat, Pray, Love-inspired cupcakes.
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“Corporate bailout” offsets Confused immigrants
University financial crisis arrive in Cancun,

PHOTO COURTESY/WIKIPEDIA.COM

Logo: The university’s new crest evidences its “subtle” transition into corporate sponsorship.
Axe: What Puget Sound’s new mascot, Axe body spray, lacks
in spirit, it makes up for in foul smells and raunchy irrelevant
jokes.

By DR. KRISTOPH SPARROW
On Thursday, Puget Sound administrators confirmed rumors
that the endowment has gone
into the red, depleted by an effort
to support sustainability on campus, one that ultimately proved
unsustainable.
The University of Puget Sound
is out of money, but Ron Thom
unveiled a plan to resurrect the
school’s budget by utilizing the
audience of 2,600 consumers that
comprise its student body.
He admitted he met with over
thirty officials from national
companies, selling names and
advertising venues all throughout campus.
In the face of massive criticism, the board of trustees laments that the worst financial
situation since 1873 has forced
“certain compromises.” But how
can this be explained?
An unnamed source suggested that “the school’s overall attractiveness may have come
into question. Perfectly manicured lawns, ivy covered brick
and an overly-obsessive maintenance schedule. Like a desperate,
makeup-laden freshman sorority pledge, Puget Sound is trying
a little too hard. Everyone can
tell.”
Ron Thom affirmed that in order to stay afloat, Puget Sound
has agreed to sell all the rights of
the school, its buildings and its
functions to national corporations such as Wal-Mart, and McDonalds. Serious changes will be
seen throughout the school effective immediately.

BAC HE L OR OF
THE W EE K :
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C OL E A da m S

Classrooms may see the most
drastic shift into the world of
sponsorships.
The CEO of Powerade said
“Hour and twenty minute class
will now be given a five minute
commercial break. During this
break, we will show commercials
of epic dunks, touchdowns and
aced tests which would all be impossible without the help of Powerade.”
Elbow-patched houndstooth
blazers and modest cardigans will
no longer be the standard dress
for teachers. Since the school can
no longer afford to pay them, all
the professors are “going pro,”
using agents to search for sponsorships.
Their new dress code consists
of NASCAR-like suits that are
riddled with corporation logos.
All faculty in the English Department have been sponsored
by Viagra, much to the dismay of
some.
Teachers have also been
pushed to riddle their lectures
with subtle hints towards the
companies paying them. We interviewed a teacher who provided an example of the new changes in her lecture.
It may go as follows: “Ok class.
We have an essay due; no I’m not
being as cold as the Rockies, its
due in two weeks. But getting it
done early is helpful so just do
it, guys. Just do it. We have two
choices for the essay, have it your
way. Or if you have your own
ideas, I’m lovin’ it, just get it approved. I know it’s longer than
normal but impossible is nothing, and you should put one hun-

dred percent of your effort into
this, because you’re worth it.”
Grizz, the Puget Sound mascot, was bought by Axe Body
Spray. His replacement, a walking can of deodorant spray, yells
sexual innuendoes while pitching
Axe tee shirts into the crowd.
The rights to all school-spirit related songs and chants have
been purchased by the As Seen
On TV Store, to promote products like the slap chop. Now at
games, the fans can look forward
to chanting “Slap Slap! Chop
Chop!” while their team dices
apart the opponents.
All the food in the sub has been
replaced with SPAM. Luckily,
meat lovers and vegetarians alike
are accommodated because the
delicious dish is both meat and
not really meat.
Red Bull bought the Collins
Memorial Library. Over the next
two weeks, it will be converted into the Red Bull Book Adventure Zone! where learning is
frickin’ awesome. The Adventure
Zone will supply Red Bull to all
those studying, so they can read
two books at once.
For now, Puget Sound can continue to run as a “private university” but students are questioning how these funding changes
will impact tuition costs.
In the spirit of capitalism, the
companies have formed a “dollar menu” to provide extremely affordable education that still
mostly adheres to government
regulations.
A biology major costs 79 cents,
history 89 cents, religion is free
and chemistry, 99 cents. Double majors and pre-med requirements now come in a new convenient “five-buck box.”
Ron Thom has assured the students the change will be temporary and disbanded once the
University regains control of its
funds, but there are doubts that
these companies will want to relinquish control of their investment any time soon.
We would keep you updated
on this issue as it unfolds, but as
you have probably noticed, Dominos has purchased The Trail as a
carrier for its flyers and coupons.
Students concerned with the
integrity of this publication can
address those concerns by speaking with any of Domino’s friendly delivery boys and girls.

mistake it for America

PHOTO COURTESY / FLICKR.COM

Wrong America: Drunk college students, adult bros and topless women travel in swarms from the U.S. to Cancun every
spring, causing immigrants bound for American soil to think
they have already reached it.

By EDWARD CLAWHANDS
It was reported last Tuesday that
196 Honduran immigrants recently arrived in Cancun, Mexico, having
mistaken the raucus spring break location for the United States. The confusion occurred when the immigrants
arrived to the city and only found
Americans.
“We had no idea what America was
like,” one immigrant, Maria Humberto admitted. “We got here, we saw a
giant statue in the water and we said
this must be it.” Unfortunately, the
statue they mistook as a sign of liberty was a pile of beer bottles recently
dumped into the ocean, reaching over
150 feet in height.
Humberto, knowing little English,
relied on her observations to assert if
she was in America.
“When we got of the boat we
found rich people constantly drinking, smoking, disrespecting the indigenous, making fools of themselves,
engaging in reckless sex, and we knew
this had to be America!”
Almost all of them believed they
were in New York, the city that never
sleeps, because the fat bass lines from
clubs kept them from sleeping since
their arrival.
“Yes, we were all very tired,” continued Humberto, “but I didn’t need
to sleep when I thought I was living
the American dream!”
Each spring break the U.S. loses
nearly 150 immigrants to such mistakes, but this year the number in-

Puget Sound students are lonely. Spring is in
the air and, as trees begin to blossom and birds
begin to chirp, Loggers begin to weep at their
broken and toxic social lives. Who can save
them? In desperation they turn to Hey You’s and
LikeALittle, only to suffer failures in communication and more emptiness. Our new feature,
Bachelor of the Week, is here as yet another ineffective attempt to help you find what you are
looking for—or better yet, what you aren’t.

fore I got my second computer monitor. Now
I’m much more about the virtual, you know?

CZ: Congratulations on being our first bachelor! Now tell us, what are your most attractive
qualities?
CS: Thank you. Well, I usually don’t talk
about this because people get so impressed.
Like, I’ll admit that it’s intimidating. But yes, I
do have seventeen level 80 characters on World
of Warcraft. I think that’s easily my greatest
achievement. It used to be my speedy rubik’s
cube completion times, but that was back be-

CZ: What do you look for in the ideal woman?
CS: Redheads. They remind me of Christmas,
and I like that. I’d also really appreciate a woman who could tank for my guild’s raid group on
WoW, because our last one had to quit after his
parents de-activated his account. He was a really nice guy, but you know how it goes.

CZ: Absolutely. What’s your best physical
feature?
CS: Probably my hair. I’ve been working on
growing it for a while, and now I can put it in
a ponytail. I know girls really like being able to
run their fingers through a guy’s hair, so I figure, the more the merrier right? The only problem is washing it. It’s really annoying to shampoo that much hair, so usually I just don’t.

CZ: Any deal breakers?

creased by nearly 50. US officials have
neglected to address the conclusion,
likely grateful for the dummy, of sorts,
that Cancun has become.
The ghost of Gary Coleman, who
has become an immigration spokesman since his death in 2010, outlined
the issue. “The problem lies in the
fact that these immigrants lack representation from any government,”
he said. “Honduras generally refuses
responsibility, Mexico is unhelpful in
attempting to deport these individuals, and the U. S. has proven over and
over again it does not care about people who don’t have giant oil reserves.”
The Honduran immigrants are
slowly waking to the fact they do not
live in America, now that there has
been a lull in spring break activity.
Immigrant families, disturbed by
the realities they face, have requested aid from both the U. S. and United Nations, forgetting they’re one and
the same. They are slowly realizing no
help is coming.
In this desperation, many of the immigrants refuse to accept they never
made it to the United States.
One younger immigrant said, “My
father Ernesto still believes we’re in
America. He simply expresses amazement that Americans are so fluent in
Spanish.”
Those like Maria Humberto can
only rest their hopes on additional
outside help. It seems that for now,
they may have to forge their new lives
in Cancun, Mexico, until everyone sobers up enough to help.

CS: I don’t date weak women. If there’s a fire
in the dorm, I want to be able to dedicate myself fully to saving things like my computers,
my five pet cats and my rock collection. I don’t
want to have to carry my girlfriend, too. Ideally
she would be able to get some stuff too, like my
gaming chair.
CZ: What does your ideal first date look
like?
A: We could meet up in Stranglethorn Vale
at about seven o’clock to watch the sunset over
the ocean. We could chat a bit, get to know each
other, you know. Then we could log off of our
respective computers and meet up in the S.U.B.
for some dinner, maybe. But I don’t know
about that last part, might be taking it too fast.
To the lucky reader out there who is interested in the bachelor of the week, Cole, you
can contact him—wait, really? You’re interested? Wow. I mean, haha, WOW.
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Baseball faces first real
conference test at Linfield
By DAVID SKOLnIK

The Puget Sound Logger baseball team travelled to McMinnville,
Ore. to take on the nation’s seventh
ranked team, the Linfield Wildcats.
The Loggers got a huge victory in
the opening game but eventually
fell to the Wildcats as Linfield took
two of three games in the series.
In the first game of the series
two of the Northwest Conference’s
premier pitchers squared off when
Logger sophomore Matt Robinson (Lafayette, Calif.) clashed with
Ryan Larson of the Wildcats.
When it was all said and done
Robinson came out ahead after allowing 10 hits over 7.1 innings
and giving up just one earned run
to push his record on the season
to 5-1. Senior Cam Duvall (Lakewood, Wash.) closed the game,
earning his third save of the season
as the Loggers picked up the 7-4
victory.
Trailing 2-1 in the top of the
eighth inning, the Logger bats
awoke to the tune of six runs on
four hits. The team tied the game
at 2-2 on an RBI double by junior
Matt Cox (Salem, Ore.). Senior
Chaz Kramer (Boulder, Colo.) followed up with a sacrifice fly to score
Cox and give the Loggers their first
lead of the game at 3-2. Junior Andrew Grady (Cave Creek, Ariz.)
and senior Dakota Resnik (Bellevue, Wash.) each added a two-RBI
single before the inning was over,

giving the Loggers a five run cushion heading into the bottom half of
the eighth.
The Wildcats were able to muster
two more runs before the game’s
conclusion but it wasn’t enough
as the Loggers emerged victorious
from their first true challenge of
the NWC season.
In the day’s second game the
Wildcats came out and jumped on
the Loggers early and built themselves a 12-2 lead after three innings
that proved too much to overcome.
The Loggers took the initial 2-0
lead in the top of the first inning
when junior Casey Coberly (Boise,
Idaho) knocked in Cox with an RBI
double. Coberly scored the Loggers’ second run on an RBI single
by Kramer. After this initial burst,
the Wildcats shut the Loggers
down until the seventh inning, at
which point it was too little too late.
Linfield scored all twelve of their
runs in the first three innings, including a combined 11 runs in the
second and third innings.
In the second inning they posted four runs on three hits. One
run came on a rare base-running
play in which Danny Urness managed to steal home. In the third the
Wildcats really blew the doors off
the game as they scored seven runs
on eight hits. They slapped singles
and doubles around the diamond
and were aided by a Logger error to
open up the 12-2 lead.
Freshman Addison Melzer

Baseball vs. Linfield
Game 1: W 7-4
Game 2: L 6-12
Game 3: W 1-9
(Portland, Ore.) led the Logger offense with two doubles in four atbats and two RBIs. Cox, Coberly,
Kramer and junior Will Mentor
(Seattle, Wash.) each added an RBI.
Junior Taylor Volz (Portland, Ore.)
took the loss on the mound.
The series resumed on Sunday
with each team looking to claim
the deciding third game. The Wildcats made their move early, scoring seven runs in the first two innings. Four of the seven runs were
unearned as the Loggers aided the
hot hitting Wildcats by committing
two early errors.
Puget Sound had plenty of chances to make their way back into the
game; they had at least one man
on base in every inning except the
fifth. Unfortunately the team left 12
runners on base by the time it was
all said and done. Kramer scored
the lone run on an RBI single from
Mentor in the eighth inning. They
fell by a final score of 9-1.
“We are obviously disappointed
that we did not win the series but
the positive thing is that we are one

PHOTO COURTESY / DAVID PENDLETON

Second Look: The Loggers were left looking up at Linfield after
the Wildcats took over first place in the Northwest Conference.
of a few teams that is still in the
hunt for a league title. We missed
a big opportunity to take control of
the league but we can only look forward to the rest of the year because
we still have a league title opportunity in front of us,” Cox said.
“We really only showed up for
one of the three games and against
good teams like that you have to

bring it every game. The rest of the
year we cannot afford anymore slip
ups like those that we had against
Linfield,” he continued.
The Loggers dropped to second
place in the NWC standings behind
Linfield. They will look to keep pace
with the Wildcats when they host
third place George Fox this weekend.

Golf teams compete at
NWC Spring Classic
By TYLER VLASAK
The Logger men’s and women’s
Golf teams competed in the NWC
Spring Classic last weekend at the
Links at Hawks Prairie in Lacey,
Washington. The men finished in
second place, keeping them settled
in at first place in the Northwest
Conference, while the women took
a sixth place finish, landing them in
fifth place overall.
At the end of day one, the men
had a two-stroke lead, but fell nine
strokes short of a strong Linfield
team. Freshman Matt Kitto (Lake
Oswego, Ore.) was the strongest
performer for the Loggers, finishing the tournament in third place
and posting scores of 76 on day one
and 77 on day two for a combined
score of nine strokes over par. Junior Riley Conlin (Golden Valley,
Minn.) tied for sixth place in the
tournament, finishing 14 over par
and posting scores of 78 and 80.
Freshman Derek Wilson (Bellevue,
Wash.) and junior Collin Wulf (Albany, Ore.) finished off the weekend at 12th and 26th with scores
of +18 and +24, respectively. Senior Greg Kirkpatrick (Longview,
Wash.) finished his round tied for
22nd place with a score of +23, but
he was proud of the way the team
performed.
“We fought hard in very tough
conditions the first day, but didn’t
play our best on day two, but second place is just fine,” Kirkpatrick
said, adding that the Loggers are
“pleased to still be in the lead going
into the conference championship
and are preparing hard for the last
couple weeks of the season.”
The women did not fare as well as
the men, but their two seniors posted solid scores, giving them high
hopes for the final tournament as
well as the NWC Championship.
Senior Sarah Bicker (Salt Lake City,
Utah) led the Loggers last weekend with a tenth place finish, shoot-

ing an 88 and 87 and posting a +31
score on the weekend, while Natalie Nakamine (Honolulu, Hawai’i)
finished tied for 18th place with a
score of +38.
The Loggers have one more
tournament before the conference
championships; a good performance next weekend will keep them
in first place going into the Northwest Conference tournament.

Men’s Golf
2nd place
Women’s Golf
6th place
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Quick Start: Lukas Diesing had another strong showing in the 200 meter dash on Saturday.

Track ﬁnds stiff competition as
they host Shotwell Invitational
By DAVID SKOLnIK
For the last 26 years the Shotwell
Invitational has been one of the
largest track and field meets hosted
at the University of Puget Sound.
The 26th Annual version certainly lived up to expectations. With
twelve teams participating, the first
field events kicked of at 10:00 a.m.
and the final running event was
scheduled for after 5:00 p.m. The
marathon meet was full of strong
performances as Logger athletes had
the chance to measure up to a plethora of strong opponents.
At the end of the day the men
finished in sixth place overall. Although they finished in the middle
of the pack there were several notable performances. Sophomore Matt
Klein (Portland, Ore.) ran the 5k in
an impressive time of 15:54.80, good
enough for fourth place in the event.
Other distance runners who posted
impressive performances included sophomore Anthony Charvoz
(Sandpoint, Idaho) and freshman

Lucas Sokolsky (San Mateo, Calif.)
who finished in third and fourth
place, respectively, in the men’s steeplechase.
Freshman Bryan Soto (Davis, Calif.) and sophomore Emerson Sample (Madison, Wisc.) each
took home sixth place in the 800m
run and 400m hurdles respectively. Sophomore Lukas Diesing ran
a strong 100m race and finished
in 11th place out of 31 competitors. Diesing was also a member of
the Logger 4x100m relay team that
crossed the finish line in second
place.
On the women’s side, a number
of top three finishes propelled the
team to a fourth place finish overall.
Andrea Leiken (Portland, Ore.) led
the charge with a second place finish in the 400m dash, clocking in
with a time of 59.51 seconds. Other top finishers included junior Marnie Hazlehurst (Portland, Ore.) who
came in third in the 5k and sophomores Carrie Keith (Erie, Colo.) and
Cara Gillespie (Boise, Idaho), who

took first and second place, respectively, in the women’s steeplechase.
Other notable performances included junior Maggie Klee’s (Portland, Ore.) fourth place finish in the
hammer throw and a second place
finish for the women’s 4x400m relay team.
While track and field is often
thought of as solely an individual
sport, the Loggers understand that
the big-picture goal is to bring home
a NWC team title.
“As a team, we combine to score
points. So we always go out and
compete for both ourselves and for
each other,” sophomore Myles McDonald (Vancouver, Wash.) said.
McDonald expressed his personal
goals for the next two meets leading
up to the NWC Championships.
“My individual goals are really to
qualify for as many events as possible and always to compete,” McDonald said.
The teams will travel to Pacific
University this coming weekend to
compete in the Luau Invitational.
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Home winning streak ends for women’s LAX
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Offensive Spark: Julia Schulman scored 13 goals in two games.

By TYLER VLASAK
The Logger women’s Lacrosse
team started off the season dropping four consecutive games against

tough California opponents, but
made great strides and finished an
impressive six game home stand
with a record of 5-1. Led by sophomore Julia Schulman’s (Durham, N.C.) impressive 33 goal sea-

son (ranked 19th nationally) and
keeper Ana Calciano’s (Farmington, Conn.) 5th ranked 97 saves,
the Loggers were able to roll to an
impressive five game win streak
against Morrisville State, Carthage,
Fontbonne, North Central and Linfield before falling short in their final home game against the Colorado College Tigers.
Last Friday, the Lady Loggers
pulled out a 23-17 victory against
the visiting Linfield Wildcats.
The Logger offense was led by Julia Schulman, who scored a season high eight goals, six of which
came the second half. Junior Kristine Morris (Tiburon, Calif.), senior Anna Gunderson (Bloomington, Minn.) and sophomore Bradia
Holmes (Boulder, Colo.) scored
four goals each to add to the total.
On the final home game of the
year, the Loggers fell short of a victory against the visiting Colorado
College Tigers, snapping their five
game home winning streak. Schulman continued to be an offensive
threat, scoring five goals, but the Tigers’ offensive assault was too much
and, despite Calciano’s 16 saves, the
Loggers found themselves on the
losing end of an 18-8 Tigers victory.
The Loggers have come a long
way since their season opening four
game losing streak.

Junior Kristine Morris has been
excited to watch the squad “develop into a team with a different style
and rhythm than in previous seasons,” attributing a lot of success
to the fact that they have “learned
from every mistake [they’ve] made
on the field.”
Their growth as a team has been
evident as they have rolled to a 5-5
record with two games left on the
schedule.
Next weekend the Loggers will
close out their season as they trav-

el to Oregon to take on the Pacific
Boxers and Linfield Wildcats, hoping to take their home field success
on the road.

W. Lacrosse v. Linfield
W 23-17
W. Lacrosse v. Colorado
College
L 8-18
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Helper: Anna Gunderson leads the team in assists this season.

Women’s tennis comes from
Softball hits rough
behind to keep playoff hopes alive patch in trip to Oregon
By HAnnAH CHASE
This upcoming weekend will
mark the last weekend of regular
play for the men’s and women’s
tennis teams.
Although for the women the season was marked by great improvement and they now find themselves behind only Willamette in
the rankings with an eye on a playoff berth, for the men this weekend
marks the end of the season.
Their loss to regionally-ranked
Willamette on Apr. 2 was the crucial point of no return. The men’s
team will sadly not be making an
appearance at conference playoffs.
After making it to the playoffs last
season, this is a decline in performance. However, positivity is not
lacking.
“Men’s tennis expects to improve significantly in the upcoming years now that we seem finally
to have found a consistent coach.
This year was important for building consistency in the program,
and the benefit of that should show
next year. We will expect to be a
strong team in the conference next

season,” sophomore Ben Miller
(Silverdale, Wash.) said.
The Logger tennis teams are systematically brushed to the side
during the spring sports season,
with baseball and softball taking
precedence. It is not a spectator
sport, and is sometimes considered
a dry sport to watch if necessary.
However, it is a highly competitive
sport that takes a different mentality than team sports.
“I chose to play tennis because
it is one of the most competitive
sports. It’s only the individual on
the court competing, and even
though teammates are rooting, the
outcome is solely in the individual’s control. It’s a great sport, and
I really developed a love for it as I
played more in high school,” Miller said.
Hopefully, in the coming years,
the tennis teams will gain more of
an audience as they strive for excellence.
The women’s team has done just
that this season. In a comeback victory over Willamette on Apr. 2, the
Loggers are now ranked directly
behind the Bearcats.

The match, which ended in a 5-4
Logger victory, was thrilling as it
came down to the very last point.
It took the Loggers four singles victories to take the win.
Their defeat of Willamette allows the Loggers to have a chance
at partaking in the Northwest Conference women’s tennis tournament. Whitworth and Whitman
have already solidified their slots in
the tournament, but it is still a battle for the final slot.
Both teams will play their final regular season matches against
Whitworth and Whitman on Apr.
8 and Apr. 9. The men will be on
the road while the women will be
hosting the competition here on
campus.

W. Tennis v Willamette
W 5-4
M Tennis v Willamette
L 3-6
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Eye on the future: Ben Miller expects bigger and better things in years to come for mens’ tennis.

By AnTHEA AASEn
The Loggers faced Pacific University in their second doubleheader
series of the year. In the previous series, the Loggers split with the Boxers. This time around however, luck
was not on the Logger’s side on Saturday.
In the first game, the Loggers and
Boxers got off to an even start, each
scoring one run. The Boxers, however, were not to be held off for
long. In the second inning, they
jumped ahead 4-1 with a three run
homerun. The Boxers continued to
tack on runs until they ended the
game with an eight run mercy rule
in the fifth inning.
The second game was a pitching battle. Senior Auriel Sperburg
(Spanaway, Wash.) pitched five
scoreless innings for the Loggers.
Up until the sixth inning, Sperberg had seven strikeouts in the circle with only two hits. The defense,
however, was unable to hold up
against an explosion of offense by
the Boxers, who scored eight runs
off six hits to win the game.
Senior Christina Demuelenare
(Lake Stevens, Wash.) had a breakout game against Pacific. She scored
all three of the runs of the day and
had five hits.
“It’s definitely frustrating losing
to a team you know you were neck
and neck with going all the way to
the end of the game 0-0. And with
our ‘end of the game power,’ it’s too
bad it just didn’t come sooner,” Demuelenare said.
The Northwest Conference
boasts a tough schedule for the Loggers, including the number one
ranked team in the nation, the Linfield Wildcats. In a triple header
against Linfield, the Loggers may
have lost three times but walked
away knowing the losses did not go
unearned.0
In game one, Linfield steadily tacked on runs throughout the
game, but the Loggers did push one
run across the plate when junior
Aryn Grause (Corvallis, Ore.) drove
in senior Carolyn Moore (Seattle,
Wash.). The result was a 6-1 loss.

In game two the Loggers came
out hungry for an upset. Once again
Sperberg was on her pitching game.
She made the best hitters in the nation as frustrated as they could be,
tailing five strikeouts, no walks and
only four hits. Besides a homer in
the third inning, Sperberg, along
with the Logger defense, allowed
no Wildcat base-runner past second base.
“I knew if I were to throw well it
would keep our team in the game.
I wanted to give us a chance and
show both Pacific and Linfield that
we can compete with them on any
given day regardless of what our record reflects,” Sperberg said.
The Loggers had an advantage in
game three as the game was a rainout makeup, but the Wildcats’ legendary offense came alive in the final game scoring enough to end the
game in the fifth inning by run rule.
““I am proud of my performance
against Linfield, mostly because of
the fact that I was able to bounce
back from Saturday’s loss. Saturday
against Pacific was very disappointing and quite draining and I am
very proud at how our team came
back and fought against Linfield on
Sunday. I do not doubt our team’s
heart or effort, it has always been
there. After this weekend though I
do feel as though there is a higher
awareness that we are more than capable of competing with any of the
top teams,” Sperberg said.

Softball v Pacific
Game 1
L 3-10
Game 2
L 0-8
Softball v #1 Linfield
Game 1
L 1-6
Game 2
L 0-1
Game 3
L 0-8
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KUPS DJ Near perfect Pillowman kicks off Festival
spotlight:
Dr. Longwood talks
By LINDSEY FLATT
About a month ago, deep in the
President’s woods, a mysterious and
time-honored tradition occurred:
KUPS’ DJ Initiation Ceremony–a
ceremony at which newcomers are
welcomed and old hands are celebrated. I recently sat down to chat
with several of the DJs acknowledged
in this ceremony. The first of these
outstanding DJs to be interviewed
was talk show host Dr. Longwood.
Lindsay Flatt: DJ—I mean ‘Dr.’
Longwood: You have a talk show,
correct? Does it have a specific
theme, or is it an off the cuff kind of
thing?
Dr. Longwood: My radio show,
the Love Connection, delves into
the volatile and complicated world
of love. I address a wide range of my
listeners’ issues from how to gently break up with a former lover to
strange love triangles involving inanimate objects.
LF: Do you interview or talk to
people on air frequently? Have you
ever had any funny/unpleasant/
memorable experiences with your
guests?
Dr. L: Yes, I try to have at least one
guest a week on the show. But when
you are dealing with live entertainment, you just never know what you
are gonna get. For instance, this one
time I was interviewing a friend and
fellow licenced sexologist from Scotland, Dr. Rawdog. Apparently in
Scotland the FCC is quite a bit more
relaxed then over here in the good
ol’ U.S. of A. Dr. Rawdog started
tellin’ a story about his grandmother,
a donkey, seven Russian immigrants
and a whole lot of peanut butter. He
was about three minutes into the
story and the peanut butter started
being used as massage lotion on
grandma’s hind quarters and, well...
yadda yadda yadda...I will never look
at Russians or donkeys the same!
The whole atmosphere down in the
booth after Rawdog’s story was a
bit, uh, sticky to say the least. There
were several lawsuits and, needless to
say, PETA removed the donkey and
three of the seven immigrants from
grandma’s custody.
You can catch Dr. Longwood on
KUPS Wednesdays from 6-7 p.m.
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Good cop, bad cop: Students Mitch Knottingham and Taylor Griffin opened the Senior Theatre Festival with a creepy start.

By TOMMY STONE
If Quentin Tarantino were
to make children’s stories, they
would resemble ones found in
Martin McDonagh’s The Pillowman.
Descending into the darkness
of human nature itself, The Pillowman questions individualism,
creativity, morality, law, science
and religion through demented
fables—basically, this show questions everything. For those able to
sit through The Pillowman’s hefty
runtime of three hours last weekend, the Department of Theatre
Arts delivered a well-executed,
deeply unsettling drama.
The Pillowman takes place in a
future ruled by an oppressive, totalitarian government where laws
are merely “guidelines.” The plot
hinges around a children’s storywriter, Karturian (Taylor Griffin
’11), who is tortured and interrogated due to the similarities between his stories and the bizarre
child murders occurring all over
town. The interrogators are Ariel

(Jen Davis ’11), a hard cop with a
soft spot for children, and Tupolski (Mitch Knottingham ’11), a
dry-humored detective committed
to swift, uncompromising justice.
Karturian’s mentally-challenged
brother, Michal (Brian Ernst ’13),
is also held in custody, although
he’s even more bewildered as to
why he’s imprisoned than Karturian. Through many twists of fate,
Karturian and Michal’s mother
(Rachel Krauss ’13) and father
(Peter Wallerich-Neils ’12) are
brought into the fray, thickening the plot. By the time a mute
girl (Delany Pelz ’14), who was
thought to be dead is found alive
by the police, the audience experiences several major plot twists.
Having read the original script
for my Theatrical Experience class
last semester, it was thrilling to
see the play come to life through
fellow colleagues here at Puget
Sound. The actors of The Pillowman were skilled enough that
they exceeded my expectations,
at times, making my heart beat
faster with the intensity of their

delivery. Griffin’s recitations of
Karturian’s graphic stories—many
too graphic to recall in a newspaper —immediately captivated the
audience. When things take a turn
for the worst for Karturian, Griffin
had the panicked countenance of
a cornered animal. Griffin’s commitment to his character was thoroughly inspiring —his tortured
cries were almost too real.
It is wrong to say that The Pillowman was all doom and gloom
though; the show’s humor was
witty and acted as a buffer for the
show’s relatively dark character.
A major contributor to the comedy was Ernst’s portrayal of Karturian’s brother, Michal. In many
scenes, Ernst was convincing in
portraying the character’s spastic
nature and inherent obliviousness.
Ernst’s funniest scene was one in
which his character and Karturian
are on the verge of execution—
Michal’s only concern, he tells his
brother very loudly, is his “itchy
ass.”
I was thoroughly impressed
by the production’s faithfulness

to the original script—as far as
I could tell, it didn’t seem that a
single line was changed. I found it
interesting that the show’s director, Lisa Armstrong, even retained
McDonagh’s British colloquialisms such as “mum,” “bloody,”
and “being home for tea.” The
choice of adapting the Norton
Clapp to in-the-round-style theater was also an effective way to
enhance the intimacy of interactions between actors and audience
members.
The Senior Theatre Festival’s
presentation of The Pillowman
went above and beyond anything
I had imagined when I recall the
original script. On a human level,
it was simply better than the script
alone —more disturbing, more
thought-provoking and more entertaining. Karturian’s persistence
to preserve his stories following his
death voices the ultimate theme of
the play—what we leave behind us.
The Pillowman is, without a doubt,
one of the best dramas I’ve seen
in recent memory, and I’m sure it
will not soon be forgotten either.

Operatic theatre hits a high note with Too Many Sopranos
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A diva: The female version of an operatic soprano, in this case.

By CARMIN SMOOT
To outsiders of the world of opera,
the only opera role many have been
conditioned to recognize may be
the fat, blonde viking lady with the
horned helmet and spear.
A satirical opera showcasing not
one but four stereotypical soprano
divas, Edwin Penhorwood’s Too
Many Sopranos depicts the hilari-

ously riotous competition between
these divas for the last place in the
heavenly choir.
With stage and vocal music director Kathryn Lehmann, orchestral
conductor Steven Zopfi and double
casts, Too Many Sopranos hit many
high notes while hysterically exposing opera clichés that had Wagner
aficionados and, well, everyone else
doubling up in their seats.

Amy Jones (Miss Titmouse) remarked that because “there were
all levels of mocking occurring, everyone [got] something out of Too
Many Sopranos… I think what people really enjoyed about this opera
was that a wider audience could connect to the premise because it was
more comical and lighthearted than
opera usually is.”
Each diva’s character fulfilled
a traditional lead female operatic
role. Miss Titmouse is based on the
coloratura-soprano: she sings everything as high, loud and fast as
she can, and rarely lines up with the
accompaniment because she can’t
count. The character of Madame
Pompous is derived from Wagner’s
infamous Brumhilde, who is quick to
sing about really combative subjects.
Dame Doleful is the mezzo-soprano
who usually sings slow, melodramatic pieces about unrequited love. Finally, there is the sweet Just Jeanette,
who is actually smarter than the rest
but less transparent—and always
gets the boy.
This becomes a goal for the divas

when they realize that there are not
enough men to accompany them
in the heavenly choir, and that they
must travel to hell and perform a
selfless deed in order to bring some
deeper voices back with them.
The two largest male roles are the
narrator, Saint Peter, and his righthand angel Gabriel. Although a silent role, the Angel Gabriel remains
a key member of the group—he has
a hand in everything and provides
much of the comic relief throughout.
The male characters in hell include
the tenor role of the lady-killer Enrico Carouser, whose matador-wear
only bolsters his status as womaneater; the Stage Director, an old man
who is dying to talk and so boring
he puts the “cast” to sleep (achieving this absolutely hilariously); and
Nelson Dudley, a tenor role who
falls in love with Just Jeanette. Floating around the rest of them is the
Sandman, an angelic soprano who
attempts to help the two lovers into
heaven.
I will readily confess that many of
the larger references which would

not go unnoticed by the opera community did not exactly reach out to
me. Yet they seemed to be thoroughly enjoyable for everyone involved.
The casts were able to make opera
fun. As only Jones could deadpan,
“It’s funny because we were mocking ourselves the entire time. Nothing dramatic happens, no one dies…
we’re all already dead.”

Heaven: Sounds of an angel.
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B-GLAD fundraiser sails
ahead despite initial conflicts
Student drag show helps fund scholarship

PHOTO COURTESY / JAY NUSKE

Cash 2010: Performers show off funds for LGBTQIA scholarship.
with larger events such as Luau,
Relay for Life and RDG.
When Bader confronted ASUPS
President Dan Miller about the
scheduling conflict, she was told
there had been no communication between his office and the
ASUPS Programmer who booked
the band, Tucker Shouse.
“To me it’s really an example of
how the student government really needs to improve their internal
PHOTO COURTESY / VAL GETTLER
structure communication skills,”
Kings and Queens: Last year’s drag professionals accompany hilarious student performances.
Bader said. “Right now they’re
walking all over B-GLAD. Next
drag legend Gaysha Starr and will one of her friends invited her to year it could be the Black Student
By DAVE DELLAMURA
feature a mix of student drag kings the event on Facebook.
Union, the Vagina Anti-Violence
What B-GLAD is most con- Alliance, or it could be us again.”
Here is a bit of news that and queens performing everything
might come as a shock to some of from Katy Perry to punk rock.All cerned about isn’t the popularity
To make matters worse for the
you: for the past couple of years, proceeds from the show’s ticket of the drag show. It is the resulting club, Bader was told by ASUPS ofThe University of Puget Sound sales will go towards funding revenue they are hoping to gener- ficial Scott Miller that he hoped
has been recognized as one of the Puget Sound’s LGBTQIA Leader- ate for the scholarship.
that the two groups could still
“For us, the main point of the have the best performances pos20 Best Campuses for Lesbian, ship Scholarship.
Drama, however, is never far show is raising money for the sible by drawing from different
Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender
(LGBT) students in the nation by away when workcrowds.
ing with divas,
The Advocate magazine.
“That was
I’ll give The Advocate this, and this year’s
probably
“ Right now they’re walking all over B-GLAD. Next year
Puget Sound is no Brigham Young drag show is no
one of the
it could be the Black Student Union, the Vagina AntiUniversity. On the other hand it’s exception. In case
most insultViolence Alliance, or it could be us again! ”
no UC San Francisco either, if you you haven’t heard
ing replies
the gossip, altget what I’m saying.
he
could
—Emily Bader
So with tonight’s highly an- rock band Minus
have given,”
ticipated ninth annual B-GLAD the Bear is also
Bader said.
Drag Show, now is the chance to scheduled to per“That’s basireally fan out those rainbow feath- form at 8 p.m. tonight, a conflict scholarship,” B-GLAD co-Presi- cally saying the gay kids are goers, help support the University’s that B-GLAD feels might hinder dent Liam Parker said. “It’s a sub- ing to go to the drag show and the
stantial chunk of money, and we’d rock kids are going to go to Minus
much needed LGBTQIA Leader- attendance of their show.
“I find the situation to be in- like to continue building upon the the Bear. I just found it so comship Scholarship award and get in
on a little controversy with your credibly frustrating,” B-GLAD hard work of leaders before us to pletely offensive.”
dearly beloved student govern- treasurer and organizer of the make sure that this scholarship is
B-GLAD hopes that this instill offered to LGBTQ leaders,” cident will serve as yet another
event, Emily Bader, said.
ment.
Having carefully secured a Parker said.
At 7 p.m. tonight, Marshall Hall
example of many frustrations
B-GLAD’s frustrations are com- concerning the University’s stuwill undergo a total transforma- date for the show back in Janution, getting glammed, tucked, ary, Bader said she was unaware pletely valid. April is one of the dent government. One suggestion
padded and powdered to house that ASUPS was even thinking of busiest months of the year for stu- Bader voiced was the creation of
the B-GLAD Drag Show. The bringing Minus the Bear to cam- dent activities, and the drag show a Student Diversity Center repreevent will be MC’ed by Seattle pus until three weeks ago when has a long history of competing sentative in ASUPS, a liaison who

could speak for all clubs under the
SDC umbrella.
“We have not seen anyone from
ASUPS at a diversity club meeting in over a year. We have no
idea who our senators are. As far
as we’re concerned, they’ve done
jack shit,” Bader said.
Newly elected ASUPS President
Marcus Luther declined to comment.
As complicated as the situation might be, one must admit it
is hard not to get excited about
the drag show tonight. Not only is
it every student’s chance to see a
slew of professional Tacoma and
Seattle drag performers, but it’s
also an opportunity to prove that
Advocate rating true.
It takes a certain amount of
balls, both literally and figuratively, to get on stage in front of
your peers and put on the kind of
fabulous performances sure to be
seen tonight.
But if for some reason you’ve yet
to have your drag cherry popped,
now may be your moment to
shine. If not just for the performances, come to support a fundraiser that goes towards securing
the financial stability of many
students who see Puget Sound as
a window of opportunity. This
evening, go to your costume closet, pull out your gold lame, your
roll-on body glitter, your eyeliner
mustache or whatever else flies
your flag and come support your
fellow queers.
Because remember, as the
Queen of all Queens, Ru Paul,
says, “If you can’t learn to love
yourself, how in the hell are you
gonna learn to love somebody
else?” Can I get an amen?

New fashion blog The Alderist showcases chic Logger style
By CHRISTINE LUNDMARK
The individuality of Puget Sound
fashion is no secret to anyone who
has walked around campus on a sunny day. One look across the quad reveals colorful leggings, flowing blouses, classic tweeds and wools and some
of the coolest boots you’ll ever see.
From hipsters to hippies, Puget
Sound boasts plenty of students to
whom I often feel like awarding a
“best dressed” trophy.
Senior Daniel Pendleton’s blog,
The Alderist, taps into the heart of
Puget Sound vogue, featuring photographs of students whose eye-catching looks embody creativity, originality and ingenuity. After scrolling
through photos of people whose
faces I knew and styles I envied, I was
hooked.
Pendleton, a double major in
Spanish and religion, began to shoot
photos of people while studying
abroad in Europe last spring. He recalls being fascinated by the different
styles of people in each country he
visited, and started taking shots of
anyone who caught his eye.
Shooting from the hip or looking in

the other direction in order to catch
them unawares, Pendleton eventually returned home with a series of
photos that beautifully documented
the clothing trends of Europe.
Back at the Sound the following
fall, Pendleton’s penchant for eyecatching styles continued to grow,
and he began to notice Puget Sound’s
“quirky, unpretentious, and playful style.” He eventually created The
Alderist in order to share his photos
with others and provide a place for
people to comment on the stylish
individuality that marches its way
across campus in boots, heels, sneakers, sandals and boat shoes.
Pendleton openly confesses that
he doesn’t know a lot about fashion,
but nevertheless captions his shots as
he sees them. For example, in one of
the Alderist entries, he characterizes
a series of rips in a pair of turquoise
tights as having a softening effect on
the intensity of the color.
When asked for his take on upcoming spring trends, Pendleton
guessed that large stripes, small doses
of pastel colors and cuffed shorts will
be a big hit for the guys.
“Avoid the regular T-shirt and

tennis shoes on a regular basis,” he
advised.
For the girls, he suggested strong,
defined shapes that work well with
bold shoes, slim jeans and tights or
long skirts. He also said that pale
blues and sun-bleached reds were
good colors to wear.
For a fashion blogger, Pendleton
is refreshingly down to earth and
humble. When asked if he dislikes or
grows weary of certain styles, he said
he really didn’t notice the negatives.
“That being said,” he continued, “two
things bother me: Uggs and sweatpants together.”
As the weather starts to warm up,
Puget Sound will no doubt continue
to see even more fresh styles pop up
all over campus. My advice is to keep
one eye on The Alderist and the other
one out for bold patterns, florals,
washed-out colors, wide-brimmed
hats and unique sandals.
But most of all, remember not to
take any of it too seriously, to play
around and to have fun with your
clothes. After all, trends come and
go, but creativity and inspiration always kill it.
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Sunny style: Student sporting the chic Logger look.

